DATE  
Artist Commissioned February 2016  
Installation Anticipated April 2019

LOCATION  
13801 Maple Hollow Lane,  
Mint Hill, NC 28227

DESCRIPTION  
Focusing on preservation, the Steven’s Creek Nature Center serves as a gateway to the 275 acre site, welcoming visitor’s prior to their exploration of the natural amenities found within the preserve’s trail system. Located in Mint Hill, NC, the Steven’s Creek Nature Preserve takes it name from Steven’s Creek which is undergoing a dramatic restoration.

Artist Stacy Levy is well known for her environmental interventions and artworks that draw attention to ecological stories. Interested in watersheds, tides, growth, and erosion, Levy’s projects demonstrate how nature functions often though tactile and engaging means. For the Steven’s Creek Nature Center, the artist will create a meandering walkway to serve as a secondary entrance to the facility. Created from bright blue, extruded, fiberglass grating, Meander Walk, will guide visitors along a path similar to a streambed as they float above a natural bio swale and water retention area. This large-scale, integrated, public artwork is the perfect introduction to a site dedicated to further education about water and water conservation.

SELECTION PANEL  
Park and Recreation requested ASC public art staff directly select Stacy Levy as the sole source for the public art opportunity.

FUNDING PARTNER  
This project is funded through Mecklenburg County’s 1% for the Arts Ordinance. The ASC administers the public art program for the City of Charlotte and Mecklenburg County. Artist Selection and designs are approved by the appointed Public Art Commission.